Next-Steps Employment Centre - Riverdale
HIRING EVENT: Thursday October 10th, 2019
11:00am - 2:00pm
Currently hiring for the following positions:
Senior Recruiter, Staffing Consultant,
VP IT Staffing Sales
Location: Across the GTA

Senior Recruiter: Relationship building with candidates that are looking for new opportunities; matching
them to jobs; Finding candidates with the right skills to turn into a job offer and a placement; versed in
LinkedIn, job boards, talking and connecting with people. Vacation and Benefits provided.

Staffing Consultant: You'll be an employee however you'll operate from your home and operate fairly

independently as this model will reward entrepreneurial types, but would like the back office systems set up
and the processes in place will support you building your business. You will need to have been a 360 consultant prior and then fill it yourself. A developed vertical process will also serve you well, finding the candidates
with a network to do that will make it easier. Our client is open to most verticals as you'll be building your book.
Offers: Paid vacation, Very lucrative commission scheme.
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VP IT Staffing Sales: Seeking business leaders within the IT staffing vertical; you'll be managing a small

team that’s delivering against the orders; you'll also be adding to that yourself by developing your own business and carrying a book of business. 5+ years staffing experience, have a strong existing focus in the IT.
Preferable to have some management abilities in order to create credibility from day; Our client has both VMS
and direct communication with clients locally, and your role will be to develop both types of client relationships.
Company provides: stock option, growth plan, strong salary + bonus + commission.

Please note these are not positions for direct hire with Next-Steps Employment Centre.
We are recruiting on behalf of an employer.

Pre-registration and pre-screening is required. E-mail your resume to:
Jesse.Jhita@tdsb.on.ca
Please quote “Sharp” and the position you are applying for in the subject line of your e-mail. We thank all
applicants for their interest, however only those selected for an interview will be contacted.
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NSEC-riverdale@tdsb.on.ca
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